
The tragic events in London

Today our hearts go out to the family and friends of those killed in the
knife attacks. I send my condolences. I also wish a speedy recovery to those
injured.

The Conservative campaign

Some voters have asked me when they will be getting more leaflets from us. We
spent the first two weeks hand delivering a personalised letter from me to
all postal voters, who also received a letter from the Conservative leader,
as well as canvassing and delivering a short leaflet as we went.

Each two person household will be receiving two different leaflets by free
post, and each one person household one leaflet. We will be hand delivering a
large four page leaflet with a more detailed statement on what I have been
doing for Wokingham and to influence national policy, and what I would like
to do for the constituency if re elected.

I also make extensive information available on this website. It has a good
Search facility enabling those interested to see what I think and what I am
doing about a wide range of issues. If there are things you want to know more
about please contact this website or use Ask John on my Facebook page or send
me an email

There are rightly strict limits on spending by candidates in an election. Our
campaign is designed to be comfortably within those limits, and depends on
the free post and volunteer deliverers to avoid paid for delivery service
costs.

A Wokingham debate

I was disappointed to learn we still do not have a debate scheduled for all
five parties to set out our positions. I repeat my enthusiasm for such a
debate and my willingness to find a different date and time if the original
proposal is difficult for two of the candidates.

http://www.government-world.com/the-tragic-events-in-london/
http://www.government-world.com/the-conservative-campaign/
http://www.government-world.com/a-wokingham-debate/


The pound has been rising

There has not been a lot of media comment,  but the pound has risen   from
1.06 Euros to 1.17 Euros since August  and from $1.21 to $1.29. The
commentators say this has happened thanks to opinion polls implying a
Conservative government that can get Brexit done.

Indeed, its not so far off the Euro 1.23 and $1.37 levels  it was at just
before the referendum. Since then we have seen a worldwide strengthening of
the dollar against most currencies, to do with US interest rates being a lot
higher than Euro area, Japanese and UK ones.

Prior to the referendum and any suggestion we might leave the EU sterling hit
a low of 1.04 Euros in 2009. In the 1980s sterling was well below current
levels against the dollar whilst in the EEC.

There has been a lot of nonsense talked about sterling and Brexit. Sterling
has fluctuated substantially against both the dollar and the Euro all the
time we were firmly in the EU. Interest rate differentials, different
outlooks for growth and inflation all have an impact, as does relative money
policy.  Once out of the EU sterling will doubtless  continue to go up and
down according to relative sentiment about our economic policy and 
valuations as it has done during  our long time in the EU.

Issues in Arborfield and Wokingham

During my walks and talks with voters this week I have found continued
interest in the national campaigns and in the alarming contents of the Labour
Manifesto. There is concern we could end up with a Labour led government in a
hung Parliament. People fear the large spending increases would result in
higher taxes and unsustainable debts.

There have also been detailed questions about local planning and transport
matters and about school funding. I  answered these in line with the
information given on this website.
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